DIRECTIONS TO

John W. Collette Education Resource Center
35 Commerce Way
Dover, DE 19904

From points North of Dover, Delaware:

Follow Delaware Toll Rt. 1 South to Dover. You will exit at the North Dover EXIT 104. (Alternate: Rt. 13 South to the North end of Dover. Turn RIGHT onto Scarborough Rd) Continue to Rt. 13 traffic light just after paying the toll. (McDonald’s will be on the left and Delaware Technical & Community College will be on the right.) Keep STRAIGHT, crossing over Rt. 13 onto Scarborough Rd) (Note: This “road” seems like one road but has three names depending where you are: Scarborough, McKee and Saulsbury Rd). Follow this road through four traffic lights until you reach the fifth light at the end of Saulsbury Road. (Kraft is just across the road.) Make a RIGHT at the traffic light and proceed to the entrance on the right into Enterprise Business Park. This is Commerce Way. Make a RIGHT onto Beiser Blvd then a LEFT at the next road (unmarked). The Collette Educational Resource Center is the large warehouse building with a few windows facing the parking lots. The main door faces Commerce Way.

From points South of Dover, Delaware:

Follow Delaware Rt. 13 North or Rt. 113 North to Dover. The two roads will merge together. Once this happens get in the left lane. Make a LEFT turn onto Rt. 8 West – Division Street. Edgehill Shopping Center will be on your right. Follow this past the Capital School District Office. Turn LEFT onto SAULSBURY ROAD (Exxon Gas Station on left and Subway on right). Follow this road to the end. (Kraft is just across the road.) Make a RIGHT at the traffic light and proceed to the entrance on the right into Enterprise Business Park. This is Commerce Way. Make a RIGHT onto Beiser Blvd then a LEFT at the next road (unmarked). The Collette Educational Resource Center is the large warehouse building with a few windows facing the parking lots. The main door faces Commerce Way.

From points West of Dover, Delaware:

Follow Delaware Rt. 8 EAST to Dover, Delaware. The road will become two lanes. Once this happens get in the right lane. (Near WaWa and McDonald’s). Turn RIGHT onto SAULSBURY ROAD (Exxon Gas Station on right and Subway on left). Follow this road to the end. (Kraft is just across the road.) Make a RIGHT at the traffic light and proceed to the entrance on the right into Enterprise Business Park. This is Commerce Way. Make a RIGHT onto Beiser Blvd then a LEFT at the next road (unmarked). The Collette Educational Resource Center is the large warehouse building with a few windows facing the parking lots. The main door faces Commerce Way.